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Record Budget Goes Before Senate
DON HOPPS

Buzz McQuaid, ASSU treasurer, today announced the proposed student activities budget
for the coming year. The budget will now be sent to the sen-

approval. (Under the
ASSU constitution, the senate
may pass only on the bill as a
whole. Unlike its counterpart—
the U.S. Senate it does not
have have the power to pass on
specific provisions in the bill or
to amend it in any way.)
THE ALLOTMENT for this
year is $41,000, the largest in
school history and $7,000 more
than previously expected. This
ate for

—

money, appropriated by the
University administration, is
paid out of a pool created by
the student activity fee.
The three largest single items
in the tentative budget are: the
Aegis ($13,000); the ASSU (approximately $9,400), and The
Spectator ($7,000).
McQuaid also announced the
establishment of a contingency
fund. He noted that such a fund
is counted as an absolute necessity in most business organizations. This innovation was made
possible by the fact that the financial board will have at its disposal more funds than it requested. The fund will be

opened with $2,000 on the credit
side of the ledger. It will be
under the absolute control of the
Financial Board. It will be used
to cover unexpected expenses
that arise in operation and, possibly, for capital improvements
accrued to the ASSU.

MOREOVER, McQuaid revealed that he plans to take
steps to see that the fund will be
continuing. Not only does he expect to have credit at year's
end, but he also plans to recommend senate legislation requiring an annual deposit of at
least $1,000.
McQuaid emphasized his "get
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nag,!

asked The Spectator to list
those clubs that were running
a deficit as of June 30, 1962.
They are Alpha Tau Delta, Gamma Sigma Alpha, I.K.'s, Kappa
Gamma Psi, Mu Sigma, German Club, International Club,
Pep Club, Mu Rho Lambda,
Chemistry Club, Ski Club, Spurs,
A Phi 0, Y.R.'s and the Sociology Club.
McQuaid also noted thai his
office is now keeping a daily
check on the club balances. This
is to make sure that no club
will be allowed to make a withdrawal that will place it in debt.
(See page 4 for complete bud-

get.),

i

'Beautiful People'
Moved to February
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tough" policy towards campus
organizations that run at a perennial deficit. He indicated
that the Financial Board will
call before it all organizations
who are in the red as of next
Friday. At this time they will
be required to present a definite plan of action designed to
attain solvency. If this consultation proves to be unsatisfactory, McQuaid said that the Financial Board will then be forced
to ask the senate to take appropriate action. This could
mean suspension or even loss
of charter.
SINCE THIS IS a matter of
great importance, McQuaid

No. 7

S.U.'s fall dramatic production, "The Beautiful People," originally scheduled for the first part of November, has been postponed until February, according to Fr. James Connors, S.J., head
of speech and drama.
Fr. Connors said the decision to postpone the play was made
because of difficulties in the
play itself and dispersal of available rehearsal dates.
"FRANKLY, I just couldn't
get it done in six weeks," said
Father. "The department had
a pretty good start last year
and we didn't want to do less
than perfection this year."
Father said the quality of the
student actors had nothing to do
with the decision to postpone
the production.
"The cast know their lines and
are beginning to show sparks of
feeling— the four central characters are very good— but it
just wasn't falling together fast
enough to meet the deadline. I
hate postponements, it's like going back on your word, but
there were just too many difficulties this time."
THE NEW DATES for the
play will be Feb. 15, 16 and 17.
Father explained that these were
the first datesopen on the events
calendar for the school year.

Harold's Club— Reno to Seattle
By PAT WELD

A television set, donated by
T.V. City, headlines the list of

prizes as "Harold's Club of Seattle" opens its one-night stand
at 8 p.m. tonight in the ChiefTHE NIGHT of games, refreshments and entertainment
planned co-operatively by the
Spurs and A Phi O will offer an
abundance of prizes including a
popcorn popper, a clock radio,
a portable tape recorder, a travel liquor case, an automatic hot
dog cooker, a hair dryer and a
camera and camera case.
Entertainment for the evening
will take the form of two floor
one at 9:30 and one at
30 p.m. The shows, featuring
Toll Collins, Daryl Spadaci, the Omegas (a freshman
>) and Can-Can dancers, will
emceed by Bob Dunn.

liws,

lUMEROUS other prizes for
evening have been donated
by various Seattle business
firms. They include: Two S.U.
mugs, five stuffed animals and
an S.U. scrapbook offered by
the Broadway Book Store; a
gold plaque of the Sacred Heart
from the Catholic Gifts and
Church Goods, Inc., a man's
umbrella from Fahey Brockman and a woman's umbrella
courtesy of Dorothy Hanscom's.
Morino Beauty Salon is offer0000-LA-LA: Bob Dunn, center, gets
ing a woman's hair set and
master
of ceremonies' preview of entera
shampoo and dry cleaning servscheduled for Las Vegas night.
tainment
ices have been donatd by Five
Can-can dancers (from 1.) are Pat PresPoint Cleaners.

Safety Valve
Turned Off

-

Spectator Photo: by Tim Fitzgerald

sentin, Margie Byrne, Kathy Kiebler, Ccc
Montcalm, Sheila Purcell and Kathy

Sweeny. Floor shows will be at 9:30 and
10:30 p.m.

U.N. Week

M.U.N. Microscopes the World

TheS.U. Model United Nations U.N. mass will be offered in the
of the Collegi- Chieftain lounge by Fr. Armand
an Council for the United Nigro, S.J. A sermon on the
Nations, will present U.N. Week U.N. will be delivered by Fr.
Oct. 22-28. The schedule for U.N. Frank B. Costello, S.J., acaWeek is as follows:
demic vice-president. At this
Monday, Oct. 22: Free movies time, copies of the U.N. prayer
Club, a member

on various agencies of the U.N.
will be shown at 1 p.m. in the
Chieftain lounge. Included are
"The Wall," a film concerning
the Berlin situation, and "Pattern of Conquest," which deals
with the USSR.
Tuesday, Oct. 23: All are invited to attend the U.N. Reception (welcoming of foreign students) from 1:30-3:30 p.m. in the
Chieftain lounge. A special
speaker at 2 p.m. will precede entertainment by Carroll
Collins and Daryl Spadaccini.
Wednesday, Oct. 24: United
Nations Day, the central point
of U.N. Week. At noon, a special

will be distributed to students.
At 2 p.m. a U.N. program will
be presented in Pigott Aud.
The main speaker will be Mr.
Ira A. Hirschmann, noted
author and foreign relations expert. Introduction will be given
by Fr. Costello, and the master
of ceremonies will be Tim Sullivan, president of MUN. Coffee
will be served in the auditorium
foyer, and a display on the
Peace Corps may be seen. At
2:15 p.m., Dr. Thomas E.
Downey will be present to answer questions on the display.
Movies will also be shown Wednesday at 2:15 p.m. in the

Chieftain lounge. "Danny
Kaye" (on United Nations Children's Fund,UNICEF), "Tomorrow Begins Today" (on U.N. Relief and Works Agency) and
"Man Is to Man" (on Algerian
Refugees), among others, will
be shown.
Thursday, Oct. 25: Movies
same as Wednesday.
Friday, Oct. 26: International
Folk Music Concert, at 7:30 p.m.
in Pigott Aud. Live entertainment will be provided by the
Pacific Northwest Folklore Society. Tickets may be obtained
at the U.N. Exhibit at the
World's Fair today and tomorrow, and in the Chieftain from
noon to 1:30 p.m. each day next
week. Admission will be $1 for
students and $1.50 for non-students.
Sat., Oct. 27: Repeat program
of Friday, Oct. 26.

Priest to Talk
On Lay Work
Fr. S. J. Szemen, diocesan di-

rector of the Papal Volunteers

for Latin America, will deliver
a lecture on that organizationat
7 p.m. Tuesday in the Chieftain
lounge. He will discuss the origin of PAVLA and how its
work has spread to include the
whole area from Mexico to Ar-

gentina.

IN HIS LECTURE, Father
will also explain the opportunities for students who wish to devote part of their lives to social,
religious and educational work
in Latin America.
The PAVLA movement, originating out of conferences held
after the Eucharistic Congress
in Rio de Janiero in 1955, has
been the topic of considerable
comment.

The lecture will be sponsored
by the S.U. Sodality.

The ASSU activities board,
consisting of S.U. club presidents and under the direction
of Wally Toner, 2nd Vice President, will meet next Wednesday to formulate a new procedure for determining the calendar of campus events.
ACCORDING TO Toner, the
duty of the activities board, as
outlined by the ASSU Constitution, is to meet once a quarter
to determine a schedule for that
quarter's activities. The constitution, however, also provides
that in the case of an irresolvable conflict on a particular
date, the student senate shallresolve the issue.
"At this meeting we hope to
reverse the present procedure
in which this senate 'safety
valve' provision has become the
method for determining the entire calendar," Toner said.
"WE HOPE that through internal reorganization of the activities board, it will be possible
for theboard to formulate a calendar to be presented to the
senate only for their approval,"
he continued.
Toner also said that while no
club requests for dates will be
considered at this meeting, requests should be presented to
his office by Oct. 28.

Recollection Days
The Sodtility will sponsor

two Days of Recollection
early next month. The first,

on Thursday, Nov. 1, will be
from 7-9 p.m.; the second,
Sunday, Nov. 4, will be from
1-3 p.m. Both will be in the
Chieftain lounge.
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Entire Text of Holy Spirit Sermon
Following is the complete text of the
sermon delivered to S.U. students by
the Very H?v. rohn P. Leary. S.J.. president o: Gonzjga University. Spokane,
at the annual Mass of the Holy Spirit.
Wednesday, in St. lames Cathedral:

In one of his profound moments, T. S. Eliot has this to

John Keats and William

Shakespeare and our own good

Jesuit, Gerard Hopkins, will
give us catharsis, and suddenly
a nightingale or the deadly in-

decision of Hamlet or "this
morning's dappled dawn drawn
minion" will give one a start
"In our rhythm of earthly life because each experienceand inwe tire of light. We are glad sight has its counterpart in me.
when the day ends, when the Suddenly, in junior year, we will
play ends; and ecstasy is too be floored by the brilliance of
much pain.
Hegel's dialectic, the everlastWe are children quickly tired: ing conversation, the assertion,
children vho are up in the the counter-assertion, the resonight and fall asleep as the lution.
rocket is fired; and the day
BUT EVEN in freshman year,
is long for work or play.
when matter is banal, as freshWe tire of distraction or con- man
matter seems to be, matter
centration, we sleep and are
like English composition or genglad to sleep.
Controlled by the rhythm of eral psychology, or logic, the
blood and the day and the fertile asides will be underway.
However, the mission of Seatnight and the seasons.
And we must extinguish the tle University goes even beyond
candle, put out the light and the high aims just talked about,
for English and biology and
relight it:
Forever must quench, fprever economics and thermo-dynamics
can be handled elsewhere with
relight the flame.
middling to superlative compewe
thank
Thee
Therefore
for
our little light, that is dap- tence.
pled ivith shadow.
YES, THE GATHERING of
We t h ank Thee who hast these young people, with the
building,
movedus to
to find- Jesuit Fathers and the welling, to forming at the ends qualified lay staff, this tripping
of our fingers and beams of and trotting of many feet from
our eyes.
Barman to Pigott to the Arts
And when we have built an Building, from Marycrest to
altar to the Invisible Light, Bellarmine, this highly organwe may set thereon the little ized, this unflagging and almost
lights for which our bodily masterful effort carried o n
vision is made.
among the million people here
And we thank Thee that dark- in this Puget Sound
area is
light.
ness reminds us of
made to unearth the deep splenO Light Invisible,we give Thee dor, the gentle and the thunderthanks for Thy great glory!" ous presence of God in men's
hearts.
"For Thy great glory
."
While it is true that the DeThat is it. It is for His great partment of Theology grapples
glory that we gather this morn- primarily with the real and with
ing, that we gather at all.
the adversaries to the real in all
So the adventure which we its seen and unseen forms, still
call education is underway God's dealings with men go way
once more. The interlude be- beyond formal theology. There
tween June and late September is a divine strategy in the fallis short, as are all interludes, ing of a rock, the falling of a
and as each day dawn trips star, even the falling of a man,
over the eastern sky, it seems whose illusions of self-reliance
that only a few minutes ago could be shattered in no other
since the sun went down. School way.
is underway. There are classes
and classes, some of them exTHE COMPLEXITY of the
citing, some of them endured, mission makes it more precarisome of them seemingly intol- ous. We note the space flights
erable. There are teachers and of our astronauts. We think of
teachers. When everything is all the work that went into preadded up, there are probably paring John Glenn and Scott
two superlative teachers, three Carpenter and Walter Schirra.
ordinary ones, one you would The same has been true of the
rather not have.
Russians. You watch on teleAnd so the first lesson which vision as the rocket shoots off.
college may teach us is how You see the torrent of fire and
miifh cannot be taught, how our understand the cushioned vibraown ineptitude and unhappy tion. You think of a man imcircumstances conspire to foil mersed in energy and heat, lookone's expectations, how life is ing out his window at the fireat best 16 per cent jag and 84 flies, seeing six sunrises and six
sunsets in nine hours. This is
per cent endurance.
indeed a most amazing and hazEDUCATION, actually,in our ardous process. Ten years ago
more mature years can be and it would have been unthinkable.
should be, in a sense, heartBut actually the efforts inbreaking. For every step for- volved in education are much
ward that we take means leav- more intricate and devious,
ing the past. The old yields re- more taxing, more exhausting.
luctantly to the new, and in fact The mission of a school like
there is no new until the old Seattle University is complex.It
dies. And so, Our Lord could has to try to balance so much,
say, "Unless the seed, falling to engage the present and not
into the ground, die, it shall to overlyenflesh itself; to make
remain there, itself, alone."
principles relevant but not so
Consequently, death must take relevant that they become sigplace on a college campus. Per- nificant only to a few.
haps the boisterous facade, the
YOU HAVE to think about
jauntiness, the cultivated casualjudge everything from Loness only hide the agony of self- and to
lita
crop subsidy, from subWe
to
appreawareness.
come
liminal advertising to Keyensian
ciate what an immensity the
—
theories on deficit financing.
world is both inner and outer
how vast the chain of centuries You have to think about and
how long now has been in com- study people: James Meredith
ing. And it is no sooner said in Mississippi, Fidel Castro, the
than it is gone. We appreciate bitter fruit of our partial sowhow childhood must go and we ing in Latin America, Charles
are torn with gladness and re- de Gaulle with his glory and intransigence and old Pope
gret.
John, wisely seated with his 2,DIFFERENTIAL equations 400 Bishops and the deep reverand organic chemistry will chas- ent awareness as to what
ten us as no rod did when we bridges during his pontificate
were children. They will say to have been thrown across the
us, "Stand still. Witness. Re- canyons that yawned for the
cord. Learn how inexorable the longlonely centuries.
world is before you begin to
A SCHOOL like Seattle Unitalk of what it can become."

..

—

Chorale Chose Yon for Mass
Faculty and seniors attended the Mass of the Holy
Spirit at 10:30 a.m., Wednesday, at St. James Cathedral in academic gowns. Many other students crowded
into the Cathedral for the Mass which begs God's
blessing on the school year.
S.U.s Chorale, Mr. Carl Pitzer directing, sang
Pietro Yon's "Te Deum Laudamus." Soloists were Bob
Voelkner, John Codling and Carol Crozier. The chorale sang Bruckner's "Aye Maria" at the Offertory, and
Mozart's "Adoramus Te Christe" at the Communion.
Organist was Clarence Zaar.
Fr. Leonard J. Kaufer, S.J., was celebrant of the
Mass; Fr. James E. Royce, S.J., deacon; Fr. William
M. Weller, S.J., subdeacon; and Fr. Francis Lindekugel,
SJ., master of ceremonies.

yersity has to be like Christ, the
incalculable Juggler. You see

Him coming down the dusty
rodes of Galilee, balancing all
things, keeping them in their
singular diversity aloft, never
missing a trick, or leaving out
a flower, or a tear, or a pang
of hunger in the tummy of a
little Congolese child.
Eventually your University is
not simply the accoutrements of
external order. It is least of all
this. It is not simply class
schedules, a catalog, the treasurer's office, the buildings new
and old. No, the reason that the
staff was here last year and that
it is back again and that it will
be back again next year, is you.
You young men and women are
at the heart of this conspiracy,
and all effort is being directed
at setting off an explosion in
your minds and eventually in
your hearts.

the Fairgrounds, or the awareness of how vastly outer space,
to say nothing of inner space,

confronts us and bewilders

us,

the mouth of Sebastian. You recall how he and his mother took
the long ocean voyage to southern seas, how they waited to see
the day when turtles would be
hatched out in the little island,
of how eventually they were
and made their run for the sea,
and how the birds dashed down,
turned them over and ate out
the entrails from their bellies.
You remember how Sebastian
remarked the next morning:
"I saw God's face last night,
and it was terrible."

WE HAVE to keep in mind,
and not as a devout afterthought, that there is a place in
our studies, an indispensable
place, for prayer and recollection, for the worship of trust
and the exhilarating awareness
of God being with us. This must
hold us up, and the idea of God
being with us is not an easy idea
to get hold of.
I recall that Father John
Courtney Murray mentioned to
our students at Gonzaga last
year that the first kind of modern atheist is ourselves, those of
us for whom God is not present
here and now, although we affirm that He is. And that He
must be Christ. When God
"needed to translate" Himself
both eternally and in time He
uttered the Son, and all of our
hunger is a hunger for Him.

we have a need nonetheless to
refurbish our consciousness of
how hourly we brush against not
only congealed truth, not only
an abstraction, the fourth way,
but a Person from Whom, as
from a bottomless fountain, this
cataract of loveliness and anguish which is dark beauty,
comes forth.
During these months in class,
as you watch the clock toward
the end of calculus or early
colonial history, or sit in your
room late at night, or on the
IHAVE HEARD it said that
way home on the bus after a
long day, and even in the blare Seattle University has to battle
odds, that she stands in the
and swirl of the twist on a Friday evening, or at noon Mass shadow of greater schools. But
in the consecrated stillness, you it seems to me that in the areas
the great
will feel fatigue; you will feel of paramount concern
by
shadow
is
you. For
thrown
enervation, solitude, loneliness.
your dreams and the things you
TIME FORBIDS any but one
YOU WILL recall the words aim to do are high and long.
piece of counsel to you, the stu- that Tennessee Williams put in And the light coming up behind
dents. It is this: learning, not- the mouth of the brother Tom in you is God's own light, flinging
withstanding the passion and the Glass Menagerie, when after rays into darkness everywhere.
tumult and the excitement, often one particularly frustrating day,
You can boast not simply of
is a lonelybusiness. Understand- Tom sat down to take off his following Christ, but of being
ing this tension and frustration shoes and go to bed. And as he Christ in the world in 1962. So
will help. Knowing a problem took off his shoes, he looked at your challenge is to unearth the
is half an answer. But as truth his feet and said, "Oh my God, beauty and the mystery of God,
is unlayered and fact piled on Ilook at these feet, and Ithink to give witness, to dispute, to
fact, duty on duty, as vigilance, of what they were made to do, reconcile, to give comfort and
restraint and thrust are all roll- how they were made to travel, solace by your lived serenity in
ed together, you will find that to move over the world, and of troubled world.
frequently you are discouraged. how confined they are in this
YOU HAVE to show that genRemember in all this that, cramping place."
uine love and truth are ultimatestrangely enough, truth is not
ly the same, both illuminating
THESE ARE the moments of and warming, giving and never
the ultimate business of man.
That's an ironic thing to say, poignancy you will feel. You seeming to lose.
All this is hard, and we are
isn't it, to an assembly bent on must treasure them. You must
inquiry? But it is correct. For realize that there is no gain tempted to cry out, like the purthe ultimate business of man is without pain, the matter-spirit sued in the Hound of Heaven,
love. With all that is authentic struggle goes on in each one of "Ah, must Designer hifinite,
in search, we have to remem- us, but that struggle went on too
Must char the woodere Thou
ber that coherence alone is not in Christ Our Lord.
Canst limn with it."
In the play Suddenly Last The answer, of course, is:
enough. For every gravitation
of a boy to a girl, or a friend Summer, much was put into Must, must, must.
to a friend, of a student to a
teacher, or a daughter to a
father, of a mother to a son, is
NBofC Scramble Game No. 4
only the cry planted in us to
love as God loves.
We may be afraid of love in
its more fraudulent forms, but
we must not be afraid of the
people and the things God has
made to fill this clamoring vacancy that is myself. Every
yearning in us was put there
and all for a purpose. Refusal
is no answer.

All W pii

IF YOU THINK that the eruptions of physics and political
science are great, and that is
so, you must likewise think of
the transformations taking place
within the Mystical Body of
Christ, of how the Church is
taking thought with itself, of
how immense the job of renovation is.
Deep truths are emerging;
how husband and wife all down
through the years co-administer
the Sacrament of Matrimony;
how every Christian is, in a
sense, an apostle; and how the
Incarnation is now; that the
deepmovement towardothers in
us is simply God's life operating, the Trinity abounding in
time.
SO, HOWEVER dwarfed any
of us may seem at any time by
jet bombers, by the Needle in

WITH MONEY IT HELPS TO HAVE IT
Busy days don't allow time to juggle money or budgets. And anNBofC Special Checking Account makes
it easy to keep track of all your expenses no service
charge, no minimum balance. Open yours today.

—

§

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
Capitol Hill Office: 15th Avenue E. and E. ThomasStreet
William J. Waldo, Mgr.
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Ford Gives His Views
Lay Missionaries Build Culture To Young Democrats

Africa, S. A., Alaska

By BILL HANNAFORD

Within the span of one gener-

ation, many of the natives of
South America, Africa and Alas-

la Vista, Puerto Rico, for missionaries working in Latin
America.

Incarnation. Says Msgr. Illich,
"The world and everything in it
is redeemed."

ACCORDING TO Fr. Armand
Nigro, S.J., there are opportunities for men and women interested in work in the mission
field to teach school in any one
of the 12 grades. In addition to
teaching, there are also opportunities in social work, adult edTO COPE with problems
ucation, agriculture, medicine
brought about by this transition,
and recreation. In areas where
lay missionaries assume an imthere are no schools, the lay
portant position in preparing
may work as catemissionaries
the people for this new way of
teachers and help
chetical
through
education.
life
priests with the manual work
To build a Christian culture
which always must be done.
against a background wrought
Fr. Nigro pointed out that this
With so many problems requires
work
is an opportunity to serve
Many
lay
well-trained workers.
well as challenge the
God
as
misisonary groups and religious
college layman, since he enters
prospective
missionsend
orders
a strange culture and must love
aries to training centers such as
these unknown people.
Msgr. Ivan Illich's Center for
Currently there are seven
Intercultural Formation at Chupeople from Seattle working in
the Alaska missions, plus one
in northern Canada, and two in
Bolivia. Arlene Ebner is at the
Copper Valley School in Glenellen, Alaska; Marian Peterson,
Anemarie Gorman and Matt
Troha are at the Holy Cross
By DON HOPPS
Mission in Alaska and Linda
Spectator Photo: by Tim Fitzgerald
In less than three weeks, the nation goes to the polls. May is at the St. Francis MisKotzebue,
Alaska. Ron
There,in the secrecy of the voting booth, the controversy sion in
CAMPUS CAUCUS: County Commissioner Robert M.
year
working
is
for
one
Kinssies
Ford, center, meets some of his student constituents,
raging around President Kennedy's domestic program in northern Canada.
(from 1.) Chuck Fox, Dennis LaPorte, Jim Picton and
will be decided. Perhaps the key issue in the campaign
question
of Medical Care
is the
MOST OF these men and Jim Bordenet.
women
will work for one or two
for the Aged.
science:
"I'm
for
it.
In
a
tical
Robert M. Ford, incumbent sioners are to be public
Following is a representative country this rich, there is no years. All of their living exThe commissioner added, "As
commissioner, spoke
county
The
transportacross-section of the answers
reason why any of our senior penses, as well as
as Iknow, my opponent has
90
at
a
far
Monday
to
more
than
asking
Spectator obtained upon
citizens should go without ade- tion, are paid by the mission in Young
bothered to attend one of
in
never
meeting
Democrats'
the question— Do you approve of quate medical care. And right which they are working.
these meetings."
lounge.
the
Chieftain
Kennedy's
plan
to
now, despite the proliferation
President
More information about the
Commissioner Ford, who has
give Medical Care to the Aged of private agencies, this is ex- lay missionary program is
FORD MAINTAINED that in
through the Social Security Sys- actly what is happening. For posted on the missionary bulle- had ten years of legislative ex- King
County, government is big
graduated from
perience,
was
why?
and
Bldg.,
me, the value of human life is tin board in the L.A.
tem
in eco- government since King is one of
degree
U.W.
with
a
the
far above the value of balanced maintained by Sheila Purcell's
the largest counties in the nation
JOE DELOY, senior, political budgets."
Sodality leadership group. Be- nomics.
in both population and area.
board,
"I
do
not
favor
this
there
is
science:
sides this bulletin
IN HIS TALK, Ford agreed Therefore, Ford feels that the
bill. I feel that private pro808 BOYLE, sophomore,pre- a file in the Sodalityoffice which with Johnny O'Brien, Repub- legislative and administrative
grams now in existence are dental: "I'm for medical care has a complete listing of all
candidate for county com- responsibility of the commissufficient. Ithink that a worker in principle. However,Ifeel the missionary opportunities and lican
missioner, Central District, sion should be the responsibility
able
the
pay
groups.
missionary-sponsored
to
who would be
presented by Kennedy
"that county business is public of more than three men. Howincreased and increasing Social program
business,"
good
was
not
a
I
believe
since legislative stat- ever, he said that he cannot enone.
Security tax should be able to
change in
that the government should aid
ute 42.32.030 provides that all vision an immediate
pay his own future insurance. only
present system.
who
are
in
need.
commisthe
county
meetings
those
of
the
Don't
Wait:
Therefore, if there is a need toin faday, it is only transitory it And, therefore, Iam not
that does not
does not warrant the passage vor of any bill
exclude those people who can
Of such a bill."
afford to pay their own way."
junior,
Kathy Sifferman, Aegis edLEX1E VERANTH,
itor, reminds all students that
English: "I am not in favor of
MARY MERTZ, sophomore,
next week is the final week
this bill. It is a deception. The
nursing:
"I am in favor of this
to have Aegis pictures taken.
people who need it most will be
Pictures will be taken today
the people who will end up bear- bill. After all, this country
S.U. students seeking medical If further medical assistance is
ing the- heavy taxes necessitated spends billions in foreign aid. from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., and
will be referred
advice will find the Student necessary, they
from 1-5 p.m. in the L.A.
by it. Moreover, Ioppose the Why shouldn't we spend our
their to Dr. James Layman, who is in
serving
Center
Health
helping
people?
lounge.
our
own
money
Bldg.
3rd floor
unnecessary centralization which
needs. Located next to the Lan- the Center every Wednesday
There are too many old people
Next week's schedule will
this bill will entail."
guage House, facing Broadway, from 10 a.m. until all patients
who don't seem to be able to
be 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and
and across from theOld Science have been seen.
JACK KERRY, junior, poli- afford decent care."
1 to 2:30 p.m. Photos for all
the center is open daily
Building,
class pictures, honoraries,
THOSE WISHING to receive
from 9 to 11 a.m., and from 12
service clubs and the basketflu or polio shots can do so.
to5 p.m.
ball team will be taken at
in a series
At least one nurse is on duty Flu shots are taken
these times and will cost
of two. The fee is $1. Polio shots
help
and
will
during
these
hours
$1.50 for four poses.
availablefor $1.50 each.
the patients whenever possible. are
Nurses are in residence in
both Marycrest and Marian
Halls to accommodate medical
needs of the students. Doctors
areon call for all studentdormitories and may be reached
through their resident directors
ka have been forced to change
from their' old ways of life to
the ways of the atomic age,
with its fiercely competitive economic practices and highly organized social structure.

MSGR. ILLICH is trying to
missionaries a
proper perspective; being exposed to a new culture may be
difficult and there is an additional strain in trying to understand Latin Catholicism in
its many varieties.
Another important facet of the
problem facing the lay missionaries is emphasized by Msgr.
Illich when he asks his trainees
if they love the people with
whom they will be working because they see in them a reflection of God or because they are
lovable in themselves. The principle on which Msgr. Illich bases
his teaching is that we see these
people as lovable and, through
them, arrive at supernatural
love, as in the paradox of the
impart to these

Students Give Views
On Medical Program

—

Aegis Pix Now

Health Center Aids
Sick S.U. Students

whenever needed.

j:Mimeographing \:
":

■: Xerography ■:

Clip and Save
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OPEN 10 A.M. TO 2 A.M.

{ROADWAY DISTRICT
1001 E. Pine
EA 5-3450
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>

4406 Rainier
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«

DOOR PASS
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LOOKS LIKEPRINTING
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"The Little Opera House on Skid Road"
This Pass Must Be Surrendered Upon Presentation
Washington
State Liquor
Cards Required
(Regular Admission $1.00)

"I

< I-

Beriah Brown's 111 YESLER

7 DAYS

WEST SEATTLE RAINIER WSTRICT
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Multilithing
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FORMS
CIRCULARS
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206 THIRD AVENUE S.
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Sounding Board:

SEATTLE

Truth in the Market Place?

Sounding Board is an opinion column which is open
Published Wednesdays and Fridays during the school year except for student comment pertaining to issues on the campus,
or international level. The opinions are personal
on he i days and during final examinations by students of Seattle Uni- local
versity. Editorial office at the Student Union Building, business office and in no way reflect the policy of the paper or the
at Lyons Hall, both at 11th Avenue and E. Spring St., Seattle 22,
By PETER EDLEFSEN
Washington. Entered as third class matter. Subscription: $4 a year;
close relatives & alumni, $2.75; Canada & Mexico, $3.75; other forOne of the principal purposes of S.U. is to
eign, $4.90; airmailin U.S., $6.
equip its students with a solid and effective
DAN DUFFICT
RAXDT LUMPP
habit of philosophy. Many students, however,
Editor
Business Manager
have been voicing doubts about some aspects
]UDT KING
SUZANNE GREEN
of our philosophy program. They question not
Accountant
Managing Editor
the type of philosophy taught, which is admirPAT WELD
HOPPS
DON
able,
Associate
News
Editor
but the exclusive emphasis placed on
Editor
News
Thomism. In 26 hours of required courses, there
CHRISTEL BRELLOCHS
MART ELAYNE GRADT
Associate Feature Editor
is little or no contact with philosophers other
Feature Editor
TIM FITZGERALD
HALEY
than Aristotle and St. Thomas.
JIM
Photography Editor
Sports Editor
In my opinion, there should be a broader
SKORDAL
FR. FRANCIS /. GREENE. S.J.
KAREN
Faculty Adviser
presentation of philosophies in our curriculum.
Copy Editor
If the S.U. student is to cope with the modern
world and its diverse intellectual streams, he
must be acquainted with the philosophical precursors of our age. His interest in other philosophies should be in understanding them, in
accepting as true what he sees as true in them,
in rejecting as false erroneous reasonings, or in
criticizing them in the light of systematic philosophy.

school. The Spectator as\s that the column be typewritten in a maximum of 500 and a minimum of 200
words. We reserve the right to shorten as space permits
or hold for future editions.
versity was a hotbed of philosophical argument
and controversy. At schools in such cities as
Bologna, Paris and Oxford, students considered any philosophical question as debatable,
although some questions were ultimatelymatters
of dogma. St. Thomas himself, as Master of
Disputations at the Sorbonne, was never satisfied by quoting authorities because "those attending may know what is right but they will not
know why it is right and so they will go away
empty-handed." (Qdl. IV, a. 18).

Of course a strong sense of Christian tradition permeated the debates, a tradition which
drew heavily from non-Christian thinkers. The
lifeblood of Christianity had absorbed the best
elements of Greek and Roman learning through
the early Fathers. St. Thomas mingled the
flourishing Christian culture with a Greek philosophy, Aristotle's, which had made its way
from Greece through Syria and Arab hands to
Spain. Can we carry on this tradition and attempt to absorb and reinterpret the best of our
philosophical predecessors within the Christian

framework?
HAVE WE, AS STUDENTS of philosophy,
critically analyzed the ideas of such men as
S.U., LIKE ITS medieval counterpart, can do
Francis Bacon, Rene Descartes, Berkeley, Locke
much to prepare students for the swift and varyand David Hume? Have we answered such
ing undercurrents of contemporary thought. This
questions as, "What is the influence of Hegel
view
is not only my own but that of a repreand his cosmological laws on the modern mind,
sentative segment of our students. Their opinespecially the Communist mind?" What about
ions, which Ihave gathered in conversations
Mill and his ethic of utilitarianism? And Kant,
around
campus, are well summarized in these
what is his contribution?
words of Pius XII:
There are problems involved in widening the
present program to include these philosophers.
Now, Catholic theologians and philosophers whose grave duty it is to defend
But couldn't we at least have a history of modern philosophy among the required 26 hours,
natural and supernatural truth and instill
to give a cursory acquaintance with the signiit in the hearts of men, cannot afford to
ignore or neglect these more or less erroYesterday we heard a good suggestion: remove all ficant thinkers and to suggest areas of future
study to the serious student? Such a revised
you
ask?
Why
neous opinions. Rather they must come to
the
Chieftain.
and
tables
from
the chairs
program would contribute to a more critical
understand these same theories well, both
[This idea has great possibilities.
classroom approach to philosophy.
because diseases are not properly treated
unless they are diagnosed,and because someFIRST OF ALL it would benefit several segments
IS NOT A NEW course that we propose
times even in these false theories a certain
of the social set around S.U. Those who take delight in to IT
this Catholic university. We propose, rather,
amount of truth is contained
."
eatirg on a table like the one pictured above in the Contrary to popular opinion,
the
medieval
uni(Humani
p. 10)
Generis,
Chieftain could get closer to their environment. Some
of
adjust
the amount
arrangement could be made to
trash to individual interest. This would spur a more
democratic distribution of Chieftain atmosphere. At the
same time a few tables could be set up in a far corner
for those reactionaries who might find the avant garde
Proposed Student Activities
floo.-- sitting distasteful.
Secondly, cleanup in the Chieftain could be stream- Budget for 1962-63 as approved
To the analyst of student activity, two weaknesses
the financial board and as it
liner!. By eliminating the use of dishware, money could by
will
be
submitted
for
soon
become apparent, first, that a small group has come
considerabe saved for the installation of pressure hoses. These tion by the Student Senate:
to bear the burden of leadershipin all of student activity;
would be used to sluice the remnants of the daily repast
second, that some clubs that deserve universal sup1961-62
1962-63
and
into one end of the cafeteria. Here it could be easily Organization
Allotment Proposed
port
are actually drawing their membership from only
Allotment
scooped into tubs and carried away.
Aegis
$10,850
$13,000
one segment of the student body. Both of these pheno3,600
9,389*
ANOTHER TIME SAVER would benefit the eaters ASSU
mena illustrate misuse of the existing student organizaContingency Fund....
000
2.U00
directly. Not only would they be relieved of the burden
tion: for enough goes on at S.U. to allow everybody to
Deficit, 1961-19G2
446*
of pushing their chairs back to the table, thus saving
AWS
3SO
500
participate in something.
715
75
valuable energy for class work and social life, they would Chaplain's Fund
Committee... 1,045
1.400
no longer run the risk of stumbling through chair-clogged Cultural
THE FIRST problem— the fact of concentration of
1,100
Gavel Club
1.340
responsibility into a few hands— is no less serious for its
aisles with heavy laden trays. There would be neither Homecoming
1.800
2.000
Intramurals
450
600
trays nor chairs.
being a typical condition of human affairs. A huge numMUN
300
000
ber of responsible positions are available in Sodality, and
Maybe the majority of students don't want things Opera Guild
2,000
2,000
550
this way. But we think that it is about time that univer- Sodality
HO
student press, among others, and first impressions are
Spectator
6.050
7.000
sity students take the responsibility for bussing their ROTC
that dozens are sharing the burden of leadership. Only
Drill Team
495
700
only
make the Chieftain a
when it is seen that a willing but overburdened few are
dishes and trash. It would not
$28,463
$41,000
Totals:
doing all the work is the weakness revealed. It doesn't
more pleasant place to be, but it would save the school
"The deficit was $445.99. and the prothe unnecessary expense of cleanup. How about it?
take a sociologist to see that no organization or cornposed allotment would be $9,389.01.
plexus of organizations can long survive when a few
McQuaid said that groups who
did not receive allotments have zealots are forced to overextend themselves to keep
been informed by letter that things moving.
they may apply to the Student
Today is the last day for judicial board applicants Senate for an appropriation
AT PRESENT we have a few dedicated students
to ,?:gn up. To this time only four or five persons have from the general fund. The Sen- who are wearing themselves out doing everything from
ate controls all disbursements organizing dances to serving Mass, and 3,000 students
indicated an interest in the three sophomore positions.
from this fund.
who are doing precious little besides reaping the adMR. ROBERT BURNHAM. ASSU Ist vice president
vantage
of others' work. The continuation of S.U.'s Insenate,
and chairman of the
has indicated that this is
tegrated program of student activities is, in the last anallargf'y our responsibility for failing to publicize the
ysis, going to depend on the emergence of some new
availability of the sophomore judicial seats more widely.
blood to help the few who are already giving so genThe best we can do now is to sound the eleventh hour
erously.
call.
The Gavel Club will travel to
The need for responsible sophomores to fill these WSU
next Thursday to
THE SECOND problem that of sectionalized suppositions is probably more crucial now than it has ever in their first senior take part
tournament port
which hope to interest the whole student
been. At the leadership conference earlier this month, of the year. The tournament is
—toisclubs
body
by the case of the men's Sodalbest
illustrated
Friday
the udicial board was denounced as weak and archaic, scheduled for
and Saturity leadership program. Despite the leadership program's
day.
and the senate was branded a usurper of powers.
pre-eminently universal appeal, men's leadership has,
WE HAVE the constitutional makings of effective
The team will be led by Jack through
town men's default, become almost the excluStudent government, but it won't work unless we return Kerry, club president, and will
bailiwick
Jerry
Baydo,
include
Ann
sive
of dorm students.
Carol
to constitutionality. New, dedicated blood is needed to
put the judicial board back in its proper place. It has to Conroy and Mary Jo Shepherd.
The plight of men's leadership is becoming increasbe pJevated from a political gimmick to an active member
S.U. will have representatives ingly common. Such groups as student press, Aegis and
in four of the speaking events: CCD are all suffering similarly, and none can really imOf the checks and balances system of the ASSU.
reading, im- prove
-f you think you're qualified, go to the ASSU office Interpretative
until more members from all sections of the Unipromptu and extemporaneous
todt.y and register your application.
versity join their ranks.
speaking and oratory.

Tale for a Tub

...

Proposed Budget
For 1962-1963

Probings
by Paul Hill

Last Call

Gavel Club

Ready to Go

—
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82 Freshmen:

ROTC Drill Team Competition High

The first performance of
the ROTC drill team will
not be until Feb. 17 .at the
Portland U.-S.U. basketball
game. But already competition for the 24 spots on the
marching unit is underway.
The turn-out of 82 freshmen
this year is the largest in S.U.'s

morning in the gymnasium
under the direction of 13 sophomore drill masters recruited
from last year's drill team. They
are under the command of
Cadet Capt. Carl Propp.

Jack Reese, Gene Kirschner and
Carl Fundeen.
In charge of the overall operation is Capt. Francis K. Price,
USA, assisted by Sgt. Earl W.
Norwood, Jr., USA.

DRESSING RIGHT: Demonstrating their drill team
precision (from 1.) are Glen Guy, Jerry Lemmon, Jerry
Lester, Greg Hitchings and Phil von Puhl, freshman
ROTC cadets.
BY THE TIME of their first the precision marching moveappearance, the cadets are ex- ments.
Also on their drill schedule is
pected to be experts in all
phases of rifle drill and to be an annual appearance in Spoflawless in their performance of kane.

———

by judy king

Want to subscribe to the New
York Times Western Edition?
It should arrive in the mail the

morning of publication six days
a week (no Sunday paper out
West). Cost, three months,
$7.50; six months, $13.75; one
year, $26.50. Write to: The New
York Times, Western Edition,
Box 54500, Terminal Annex, Los
Angeles 54, Calif. If you do not
enclose payment, the NYT will

"""

The story is that some poor
Bellarmine lad was ironing his
shirt one day (every mother will
say— "can't be my son") when

—

bill you.

he smelled something burning
(every mother will say "that's
my Johnny"). He picked up the

HAPPINESS CAN'T BUY MONEY
Can education bring happiness?
This is a question that in recent years has caused much
lively debate and several hundred stabbings among American
college professors. Some contend that if a student's intellect
is sufficiently aroused, happiness will automatically follow.
Others say that to concentrate on the intellect and ignore the
rest of the personality can onlylead to misery.
I
myself favor the second view, and Ioffer in evidence the
well-knowncase of Agathe Fusco.
Agathe, a forestry major, never got anything less than a
straight "A", was awarded her B.T. (Bachelor of Trees) in
only two years, her M.S.B. (Master of Sap and Bark) in only
three, and her D.B.C. (Doctor of Blight and Cutworms) in
only four.
Academic glory was hers. Her intellect was the envy of
every intellect fan on campus. But was she happy? The
answer, alas, was no. Agathe— she knew not why— was miserable, so miserable, in fact, that one day while walking across
qampus,she was suddenly so overcome with melancholy that
she flang herself, weeping,upon the statue of the Founder.
Byand bya liberal arts majornamedR.Twinkle Plenty came
-by with his yoyo. He noted Agathe's condition. "How come
you're so unhappy, hey?" said R. Twinkle.
"Suppose you tell me, you dumb old liberal arts major.'!
replied Agathe peevishly.

"""

Ode to a Cood
Here's to ode coods in the nood,
May the uder guy ged one-nod
me.
Cuse tho' kleenex is soft,
—bob Jordan If you use it too oft,
It feels awful sandpaper-y.

iron, and there, nicely burned
into the bottom was his hospital

insurance card.
"Oh, well," says he. "I've
never used it anyway."

BUT HE DIDN'T knock on
wood and next day, sure enough, walking down the mall Wednesday when he was passed by a
he landed in the hospital.
How do you explain that your coed wearing a very ratted,
insurance card is plastered on very bouffant hair style.
COMMENTED Father, "It
the back of your iron?
must be her feast day."
And Tuesday was
feast of
One of the Jesuit faculty was
Saint Hedwig.

"""

—

CLIP AND SAVE

JL

"

Registrar

Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

Condolences to the Young
Democrats (and Young Republicans who just like Presidents
per se). The official word is,
President Kennedy is not coming to Loyola Hall for Mass
Sunday.

1522 -Mh av.r.u* at pine, uattl*
vtnln? oppelnlmviits; III 7-1221

REMOVAL CARDS BEARING
THE GRADE EARNED WILL
NOT BE ACCEPTED FROM
STUDENTS.
To be considered official, the
Incomplete Removal card is to
be on file in the Office of the
Registrar by Oct. 26 or the grade
of "E" will automatically be entered on the student's record.
Mary Alice Lee

C^Niy (Author of "IWas a Teen-ageDwarf," "The Many

Hair Styles and Other Things

MIS

the Removal Card to your instructor. The instructor will enter
the grade and return the card
to the Registrar. INCOMPLETE

SE§P(to Campus jA^,

carbon copy.

Daie-dres'-es $19.95 up.
Bal'orina Formats $25. up.
Floor-Length Formols $29.95 up.

All foreign students are requested to report to the Registrar's Office prior to Oct. 24 to
complete the annual census.
Mary Alice Lee
Registrar
Students who have INCOMPLETES from spring and summer quarters 1962, must officially remove the "I" grade by
Oct. 26.
Obtain the Incomplete Removal
card from the Office of the Registrar, pay the removal fee of $5 at
the Office of the Treasurer, complete the class work and submit

The cadets drill at 7 a.m. each

Gary Sanches, Dick Baker, Dick
Love, Reinhard Vermansky,
Dick Zoeger, Bill Vermeire,
Roger Sauvage, David Lum,

Official Notice
" " "

history.

DRILLING the freshmen in
hopes of upholding the winning
tradition of teams that have
brought home top regional honors in eight of the last ten years
are: Dan Leahy, Ken Crowder,

5

Reb Rood*

—

Worth

"""

APPEARING IN a Comp I
paper: "When Iwas six months
old, we moved to Renton to be
near my father who was in the
Aleutian Islands." Too bad they
couldn't have moved to Everett
—and really snuggled up.
V] Price

Admission on Sunday

NITELY JAZZ

DANCING

THE NEWEST AND LATEST
PLACE TO GO FOR THE BEST
IN MODERN AND MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT

Also Vocal Stylings
JAM SESSION EVERY
SUNDAY NIGHT
Open— 9:oo P.M. to 3:30 A.M.

LOCATED IN PIONEER SQUARE
119 YESLER
18 and Over

"All right, Iwill," said R. Twinkle. "You are unhappy for
two reasons. First, because you have been so busy stuffing
your intellectthat you have gone and starved your psyche. I've
got nothing against learning,mind you, but a person oughtn't
to neglect the pleasant, gentle amenities of life— the fun
things. Have you, for instance, everbeen to a dance?"
Agathe shook her head.
"Have you ever watched a sunset? Written a poem?Smoked
a Marlboro Cigarette?"
Agathe shook her head.
"Well, we'll fix that right now!"said R. Twinkle and gave her
a Marlboro and struck a match.
She puffed, and then for the first time in twelve or fifteen
years,she smiled."Wow!" she cried. "Marlboro* are a fun tiling!
What flavor! What filter! What pack or box! What a lot to
like! From now on Iwill smoke Marlboros, and never have
another unhappy dayI"
"Hold!" said R. Twinkle. "Marlboros alone will not solve
your problem— only half of it. Remember Isaid there
were
two things making you unhappy?"
"Oh, yeah," s;iiil Agathe. "What's the otherone?"
"How long have you had that bear trap on your foot?'5
said R. Twinkle.
"I stepped on it during a field trip in my freshman year,'?
said Agathe. "I keep meaning to have it taken off."
"Allow me," said R. Twinkle and removed it.
"Land sakes, what a relief!" laid Agathe, now totallyhappy,
and took R.Twinkle's hand and ledhim toa Marlboro vendor's
and then to a justice of the peace.
Today Agathe is a perfectly fulfilled woman, both intellectwise and personality wise. She lives in a darling split -level
house with R. Twinkle and their 17 children,and she stillkeeps
busy in the forestry game. Onlylast month, in fact, she became
Consultant on Sawdust to the American Butchers ( iuild, she
was named an Honorary Sequoia by the park commissionerof
Las Vegas, and she published a best-selling book called / waa
o Slippery Elmfor the FBI.
« im m.,suuim..

" * *

The makers of Marlboro are pleased that Agathe is finally
out of the woods— and so will you be if your goal in smoking
pleasure.Just try a Marlboro.
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93.9% OF S.U. STUDENTS
BACK

JOHNNY O'BRIEN
FOR

COUNTY COMMISSIONER
(Paid

Advertisement By S.U. Young Republicans)
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Yacht Club to Race
Boys, Wastemakers Win In Saturday Regatta

Grid Action:

Schatz intercepted passes for
the Boys.

action got underway, quarterreturned a
An out-and-out romp and an back Jon Jacobson
evenly matched game marked Colt punt 30 yards for the iniyesterday's intramural contests tial score. From then on it was
at soggy Broadway field. In the clear sailing for the Boys.
1:10 (Western) league, the Boys
Jacobson threw three passes
dumped the Colts in a 76-0 rout,
and
ran a kickoff to figure in
day's
second contest
and in the
(theEastern League) the Waste- four more T.D.'s. Captain Bob
threw two more touchmakers surpassed the Sham- Neubauer
passes,
and Mike Moran
down
rocks, 26-14.
took a punt from the 50 to score.
Both Harry Lambro and Jerry
SHORTLY AFTER today's
By JIM HALEY

S.U. Sharpshooters
To Shoot on Monday

IN THE DAY'S second game,
the Shamrocks took an early
lead, only to be put down by
a determined Wastemaker six
which scored one touchdown in
the first half, and three in the
second half.
The Shamrocks' first touchdown was earned on a two-yard
pass play from Don Salceda to
Steve Starbuck. The Wastemakers bounced right back when
Bill Meyer ran eight yards for
a T.D. and then ran it again
for the conversion.

year's competiThe S U rifle league will begin this
league
Grandon,
tion Monday, according to M. Sgt. John
weeks,
weeks
12
five
scorer. Matches will continue for
winseven
weeks
of
the
first
quarter
and
during the fall
quarter.
ter
Members of a team may fire
Thus far, five men s teams
teams have any weekdayexcept Wednesday,
and four women'sGrandon,
who from 1300-1600 (that's 1-4 p.m.
joined the league.
is in charge of the ROTC firing civilian time). Team scores will
range, said that he expects three be kept during the 12-week pemore teams to enter. "This is riod to determine winners.
a good-sized league," he said.
TODAY IS the last day to open
firing.
Starting Monday, only
of
firDURING the 12 weeks
will be permitteam
members
ing, each team will compete with
the rifle range.
with the others once. All five ted to use
Additional information may be
with the four highest scores obtained
by contacting Grandon
counting.
in the ROTC Bldg., or Mr. Bob

White Owls Jump
To Bowling Lead

ON THE KICK OFF starting
the second half, Doug Parker
scampered 65 yards behind good
blocking to pay-dirt. The Wastemakers' next touchdown came
midway in the half when Meyer
threw a 40-yard pass to Tom
Clare. The score was 20-6.
Not to be denied in scoring
effort, the Shamrocks drove to
the Wastemaker six where Salceda threw to Richard DeMartini for their second score. The
Conversion was good but the
Wastemakers were still leading,
20-14.

THE CLINCHER came in the
final minute when Meyer threw
a long pass from his own eight
Harmon, president of the rifle to Clare. The Shamrocks threatleague, in the old Bellarmine ened to score again, but time
hall

ran out.

The S.U. Yacht Club will open its racing season tomorrow in a regatta sponsored by the U.W. at the Corinthian
Yacht Club on Lake Washington.
FOUR SCHOOLS besides S.U. and the U.W. will
participate in the event. These"
will be Western Washington, point each for crossing the
University of British Columbia, starting and finishing lines, and
University of Puget Sound and one point for each boat defeated. In addition, the first-place
Reed College.
boat will receive three points,
The regatta's first race will the second two points, and the
be at 10 a.m. following a rules third, one point.
Transportation for Yacht
committee meeting at 9:30 a.m.
There will be one team, con- Club members and interested
sisting of a skipper and one spectators will be provided.
crew member, from each school Cars will leave Marycrest, Xain each of the round-robinraces. vier and Bellarmine at 9 and
10 a.m.
THE WINNER will be determined on the basis of the total points. Each boat gets one

A SOCIAL will follow the

gatta.

Volleyball Teams Formed;
League Starts Tuesday
Girls' intramural volleyball will get underway Tuesday, according to Dave Nichols, assistant intramural director.
THE GIRLS WILL play every Tuesday night for seven weeks
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the gym. Nichols says that from four
to six teams are expected to participate.
So far, there are two teams from Xavier and one each from
Town Girls and Marian. Nichols expects two more teams to enter.
THE DEADLINE to sign up for intramural golf and tennis
will be early next week. Barney Koch, intramural director, will

meet with signees to determine league schedulings.

By TERRY DODD
into
The White Owls jumpedlead,
the S.U. Bowling League

as they swept four games from
the M.J.B.'s yesterday.
Last week's leaders, the Troglodytes, were set back into a
three-way tie for second, when
the Padres shut them out.

DINO FAVRO and Tom Hanses, both of the White Owls, had

225 games to tie for men's individual high-game honors. Dino
had a G20 series to take the full
share of the men's high series
for the day.
The M.J.B.'s Mimi Burchard
had both the high game and the
high series among the coeds.
She rolled a 179 high game and
a 511 series.

why more people smoke Winston than any other filter cigarette.

Flavor does it every time— rich, golden tobaccos specially
selected and specially processed for filter smoking!

THE WHITE OWLS took the
high-team series honors. Each
of their bowlers turned in series
of better than 500 as they combined for a 2427-pin series.

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS:
White Owls 4-Handicaps 0; Holy
Rollers 2-Checkmates 2; 3DT's 3Mavericks 1; M.J.B.'s 3-Four
Roses 1; Titans 3-Alley-Gators
1; Padres 4-Troglodytes 0.

KAUFER
CO.

TRADITIONALLY

RELIABLE SINCE 1904

CATHOLIC SIFT
AND SUPPLY

HEADQUARTERS

PURE WHITE,

:

MODERN FILTER !

1904 FOURTH AYE.
plus:

re-

FILTER- BLEND up front

Where "TASTE" is the difference

On Broadway off Olive Way
£) 1OUJII.J. RcynoldJ Tobacco Comptnj, Win»ton-Sl!»m, N. C 0
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I Meetings

-

THE SPECTATOR

Smoke Signals

A Phi O reminds all students
to pick up their parking lot stickers from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
Monday and Tuesday in the

Activities

Activities

—

U.N. Week opens movies at 1
U.W. Yacht Club Regatta at 10 p.m.
in the Chieftain Lounge,
Yacht
a.m. at the Corinthian
Meetings
Club
on
Lk.
Wash.
Cars
will
leave
Chieftain. Stickers will be man- Xavier, Marycrest and BellarI.K. pledge meeting, 7 p.m.,
datory after Tuesday.
and 10 a.m. Contact 2nd floor L.A. Bldg.
mine
at
9
Men students are needed to Gail O'Keefe, Xavier, ext. 209.
Young Christian Students meetserve the daily 6 and 7:15 a.m.
ing, 8 p.m. Chieftain Conference
Masses at Loyola Chapel. Those Sunday
Room. All interested students are
interested should contact Ed
welcome.
Activities
Bezy, EA 4-0658.
Movie: "I'm All Right, Jack," Tuesday
All freshmen who took the
Strong Vocational Interest Test at 7:30 p.m. in Pigott Aud. AdActivities
are advised to drop in to the mission will be 35 cents. The
M.U.N. presents a foreign stuCounseling and Testing office in English comedy, starring Peter
P 502 to make arrangements to Sellers, is sponored by the I.K.'s. dents reception from 1:30 to 3:30
Student Senate meeting at 7 p.m. in the Chieftain lounge.
meet with an adviser for an inGuest speaker at 2 p.m.
p.m. in the Chieftain lounge.
terpretation of their scores.
Aegis photo schedule: Today, 9
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1 to 5 p.m.

of

Seattle"

plays one-night stand from 8 p.m.
to midnight in the Chieftain.

Reminder

Dinner schedule for Bellarmine
Hall (tonight only): 4 to 5:30 p.m.
—Main Dining Room. 5:30 to 6:30
snack bar serving counter.

r

said Page. Page termed the
meeting important because the
plans for the coming fall and
winter golf competition will be

discussed.

| WANT

The first official meeting of the
NEW Pep Club, 8 p.m., Ba Aud.
Lambda Chi Theta meeting, 8
p.m., P 451.
The Student Education Assoc.
will have its first meeting of the
year in P 551 at 7:30 p.m. The
meeting will include a speaker
and refreshments. This will be
the last date to pay dues. All students in the School of Education
are invited to attend.
There will be a practice debate
and discussion of plans for the

coming Centralia tournament at
the Gavel Club meeting at 8 p.m.
in the English House.
The International Club meeting
at 7 p.m. in P 101 will include
a movie on Norway accompanied by a talk by a Norwegian stu-

dent.

Reminder
Philosophy review courses begin Tuesday, 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., in
LA 124. They will continue every
Tuesday and Thursday night.

y° u

\

<"? '<"■ I
I $50?
ENTER LUCKY STRIKES' ZANY NEW

II I£■
HIS
IVIMIUE

golf coach.

All varsity and freshman golf-

will meet at noon in

or would
BIJB Stk BbyW £4Pfe WP (like
t°

Golf Meeting
e S.U. golf team will meet
Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. in the
gym, according to Tom Page,

ers should attend the meeting,

P 153.

Get Lucky!

Today

"Harold's Club

Meetings
Pan Xenia

Attention, all witty, urbane college students:

Monday through Thursday next
week, 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1
to 2:30 p.m., 3rd floor, L.A. Bldg.

Activities

Reminders

Lecture by Fr. S. J. Szemen at
7 p.m. in the Chieftain Lounge.

Monday

Tomorrow

Reminders

—

Friday, October 19,1962

v.

£3

J

"Crazy Questions"Contest

(Based onthe hilarious book "The Question Man.")

|

ADS

WORLD'S FAIR $10 ticket books

_torJ8z_Ca.njE.A_4-l?T4.

TAPE RECORDER, $21.
Marycrest, Room 613.

Call

CAPlfOlT HILL^SpacTous, taste-

fully furnished and decorated
four-room apartment. Suitable
for two or three single persons.
On busline near shopping. $115.
EA 4-9469.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN at
least $100 as representative of
TIME, Inc. College Bureau selling subscriptions to TIM E,
LIFE and SPORTS ILLUSTRATED at special student
rates. No previous experience
necessary; no paperwork or
billing involved, no constant solicitation required; free selling
supplies, liberal commissions.
Job lasts throughout the school
year. To apply, send this notice
now with name, college, address, age, personal background, to manager, TIME Inc.
College Bureau, Rockefeller
Center, New York 20, N.Y.

Bellarmine Notice
Ye feasters at Bellarmine,
take note: Bellarmine's din-

ing hall will be open for dinner at 4 p.m. this evening,
according to Fr. Edmund McNulty, S.J., business manager. At 5:30 p.m., the regular serving lines will be
closed to allow the staff to
prepare for tonight's special
faculty dinner. However, the
snack bar serving counter
will be open from 5:30 to 6:30
for students.

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE'S HOW:

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Thencome up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you've done a
"Crazy Question." It's the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below, then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vemon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00bonus. Enteras often as you like. Start right now!
| THE ANSWER:

|
!
i

THE ANSWER:
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Joyce
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Art Appreciation
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j THEANSWER:

ITHE ANSWER:

WHMjE

MOMMIES
juepue pasiej

RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judgeentries on the basis of
humor (up to Vi), clarity and freshness (up to W) and appropriateness (up
to X), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in the event of ties. Entries must be the original works of the entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant's own name. There will be 50 awards
every month, October through April. Entries received during each month
will be considered for that month's awards. Any entry received after April
30, 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except employees of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.

THE ANSWER:
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Across the river
and into the trees
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The answer is:

Serve God as a

HOLY CROSS BROTHER

in Teaching and related
fields
Brother Gilbert Burke, CSC.
Contact:
Notre Dome High School
13685 Riverside Drive
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

,^1
G®t Lucky
...
vu(SS)il
Me tastetostart with the taste toSlav

The question is: WHAT IS THE SLOGAN OF THE FAVORITE REGULAR CIGARETTE OF TODAY'S COLLEGE STUDENTS? If you missed that one, go to the
rear of the class. Everyone should know that fine-tobacco taste is the best
reason to start with Luckies, and that taste is the big reason Lucky smokers
stay Lucky smokers. Prove it to yourself. Get Lucky today.
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